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                ZERO TDS FOR LESS
              

                  
                    The most customizable RODI systems ever - using the industries highest rated components. ~home of the h2o guru!
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                  Quality Water Purification Systems Since 1982
                

                  CUSTOMIZE YOUR RODI SYSTEM NOW!
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Customizable Reverse Osmosis Deionization Solutions
Zero TDS RODI SYSTEMS
Family owned and operated since 1982.  The h2o guru at Air, Water & Ice designs and builds highly customizable Reverse Osmosis Deionization (RODI) systems for saltwater and coral reefkeeper aquariums, laboratory environments, dental offices and many other ultra pure water applications. Whether you're a novice or a seasoned professional, our systems are well suited for all levels of expertise.
Experience the absolute best in RODI with our unparalleled products, expertise, and support. Our experts are here to assist you with any questions you may have with your RODI system. Discover the power of RODI and unlock pure water perfection!
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  DRINKING WATER & AQUARIUM SOLUTIONS
OUR RO SYSTEMS
Discover our RO systems, specially designed to provide clean drinking water for your family's home. Our user-friendly EASY INSTALL systems will eliminate the need for countless trips to the store to satisfy your everyday drinking water needs.
Our RO systems use have received excellent ratings for their performance, the most frequent feedback we receive is how amazing the taste of the water is after it is filtered through our coconut shell carbon filters. Experience the quality, convenience and reliability of an RO system today!
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        TYPHOON III EXTREME 150 GPD REEFKEEPER RODI
Regular price
            $309.95
            Sale price
              from $299.95
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        Senno Dual TDS Meter
Regular price
            $39.95
            Sale price
              $29.95
            


      

  





  Sale


      
            
                  


          


        Restructuring Pod +PH Boost Filter +Magnesium +Calcium
Regular price
            $179.95
            Sale price
              $129.95
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        PH-200 Waterproof PH Meter
Regular price
            $89.95
            Sale price
              $59.95
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        Mighty Mite RO System 50GPD
Regular price
            $119.95
            Sale price
              from $98.95
            


      

  





  
          Sold Out
        

      
            
                  


          


        Merlin Membranes & Filter Pack
Regular price
            $259.95
            Sale price
              $209.95
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        HM COM 100 & PH 200
Regular price
            $174.95
            Sale price
              $119.95
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        Fish Store Case
Regular price
            $209.75
            Sale price
              from $159.95
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        Evolution/Merlin Carbon Pre Filter 17" 5 Micron
Regular price
            $29.95
            Sale price
              from $15.95
            


      

  





  
      
            
                  


          


        DI Resin Refillable Kit

              $47.95
            


      

  





  
      
            
                  


          


        DI Resin Mixed Bed Color Changing 5# Bag

              $43.95
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        COM-100 EC / TDS / Temp Meter Combo
Regular price
            $74.95
            Sale price
              $64.95
            


      

  





  
      
            
                  


          


        20" Twin DI with Dual In-Line TDS Meter

              $199.95
            


      

  




      

    

  









  DI RESIN/DEIONIZATION
Need a deionization solution or kit for your aquarium or other? If achieving zero total dissolved solids (TDS) is your goal, look no further than Air, Water & Ice! We provide top-quality, color-changing mixed bed deionization resin (featuring both strong base cation and strong base anion resins).
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Filters
These water filters stand out as the finest options on the market! Air, Water & Ice offers three levels of carbon filters, with the highest tier featuring products from five leading manufacturers. Our filters arrive directly in container loads from these premier manufacturers and are typically at least twice as robust and heavy as those offered by our competitors.
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  Membranes
At Air, Water & Ice, our commitment lies in delivering high-quality reverse osmosis (RO) membranes for both drinking water systems and aquarium setups. Our emphasis is on quality and dependability to ensure access to pure drinking water and to maintain ideal conditions for aquarium life.
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Water Testing
Air, Water & Ice is your go-to online source for an extensive array of water testing tools, such as filter and flow monitors, PH meters, pressure gauges, TDS alarms, TDS meters, TDS/PH meter combinations, and thermometers. Utilizing a TDS meter is the best method for confirming that your RO system is effectively eliminating TDS from your water.
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  RO/RODI PUMPS
Searching for booster pumps, delivery pumps, and additional pump types for your reverse osmosis system on the internet? Our extensive selection of RO/RODI pumps include: booster pumps, delivery pumps, permeate pumps, as well as high-pressure switches, transformers, and valves.
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        PARTS & FITTINGS
Shop Air, Water & Ice for various parts and fittings for your aquarium, RO system, and more! These include tubing, valves, hose adapters, tubing cutters, elbows, gallon storage tanks, and more. Have questions? Be sure to contact our team today!
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          	Shipping Policy
	Return Policy
	Warranty
	Terms of Service
	Privacy Policy
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          Contact Us

          6000 Unity Drive Suite L. Norcross, Georgia 30071

            Phone/Text: (772) 461-0256

            Email: sales@airwaterice.com

            Hours: Mon - Fri / 10:00AM - 4:00PM EST
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          Signup for our Quarterly Deals, Givaways & Coupons.

                Signing up automatically enters you into a givaway EVERY quarter! Two steps to signup. STEP 1: Enter your email address below. STEP 2: Go to your email and confirm that you just made this selection.
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